
WCC PDI Sizing using Picasa 
Picasa (currently at version 3.9) is a free download from Google. I find it very useful to organise and view RAW image files directly as well any standard formats such as JPGs, TIFs, etc.  Google has very good at including RAW image converters for (probably) all makes of cameras - no need to buy the latest version of Photoshop if you buy a new camera! However, Google has recently announced they will be discontinuing support for Picasa so updates for new RAW formats ill probably cease. (Microsoft isn’t so bad after all ……)  PDI submissions for WCC need to be no more than 1920 pixels1 wide and 1080 pixels high. This is because this is the native image size of the club’s new projector (as of 2016). Any bigger and the software is resizing your image with unpredictable results. This is not a tutorial on Picasa. However, it is easy to use and the price is right (i.e. zero).  Resizing a Landscape image to maximum size available: 1) Open (double click) the image to resize in Picasa and select the Crop tool: 

 2) The first time, you will need to choose Add Custom Ratio as your option from drop down list and enter 1920 x 1080 and name it appropriately: 

                                                 
1 Note: the abbreviation for "pixel" is "px 



Once you have done this, the next time you will have it on your list.  3) Now draw your crop rectangle: 

Click Apply. 4) Now, go to File>Export Picture to Folder and use Browse to select the export location and image quality to Maximum. Do NOT use the “Resize to” option at this point. `



Click Export and Picasa will resize and open the folder of your resized image.    Resize Portrait Images (and in fact most images) for PDI submission  This section actually applies to any final image where the ratio of width to height is less than 16:9 ration of HD TV standard (i.e. most images!), not just ones where the height is greater than the width.  Open your image and select Crop and Manual from the drop down list. Crop it however takes your fancy. Now, go to File>Export Picture to Folder and use Browse to select the export location, Resize with 1080 in the size selection and image quality to Maximum. Click Export and Picasa will produce your image with the longest dimension at 1080 px (in this case height).  Note for long narrow images: If your image is like a panorama (i.e. long and narrow), exporting using the 1920 px setting will work fine. Here you wind up with an image with fewer than 1080 px high that will project with black bands top and bottom.  Adding a Border: Picasa has facilities for adding a wide variety of borders. One of the most attractive is 



done as follows: 

 Click on the right hand top tab (arrowed above). Click on Border (circled). This will add an attractive black and white border (above right). Adjust the sliders for an number of variations such as the version below with rounded corners (e.g. below). 

 Export file as before. Now you will have a professional looking PDI will a professional looking border, all done with a few clicks.  David Woodcock, 12 November 2012, revised 17 April 2016  


